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Abstract: Usually, people buy products from only one website on which they can believe whether price is feasible 

or not. Nowadays prices of items available on shopping websites are continuously increasing. 

So, people need to be smart in compare price in various other shopping websites to get the best price. 

This website will give price comparison of various items from various websites and it also give boost to the sales 

of goods of ecommerce traders and attract new customers. 

It is difficult for visit each and every website for comparing deals or a price of a particular product information, 

including price list from participating retailers and then it displays collective information on a single page in 

response to shoppers. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 A comparison searching web site, generally known as a worth comparison web site, worth analysis tool, 

comparison searching agent, shopbot or comparison searching engine, could be a vertical computer programme 

that shoppers use to. 

 Around 2010, the value comparison websites found their thanks to rising markets. Particularly South-

East Asia has been an area for several new comparison websites. It started in 2010 with CompareXpress in 

Singapore, and within the following years firms like Baoxian (China), Jirnexu (Malaysia), and AskHanuman 

(Thailand) followed. 

 Meanwhile, in developed markets, Google was suspect of promoting Froogle and its replacement, the 

paid-placement-only Google searching, over competitors in its search results, driving down traffic to different 

sites and driving some out of business. The ecu Commission began AN investigation in 2010 that finished in July 

2017 with a €2.42 billion fine against the parent company Alphabet, and an order to alter its practices at intervals 

ninety days. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 As on-line searching will increase in quality, PCSs became one among the foremost necessary Web-

based business intermediaries for each merchants and web shoppers. Typically, comparison sites gather info on 

merchandise and their costs obligatory by completely different merchants, and modify web shoppers to pick 

merchandise and merchants to form purchase choices in effective manners. it's acknowledge that such internet 

sites will dramatically scale back the search price throughout on-line searching, that has junction rectifier several 

web shoppers to start their buying procedure by visiting a PCS suchas Nextag.com, PriceGrabber.com,or 

Bizrate.com. 

 Tang Z, Smith MD because of their widespread use, PCSs has attracted an excellent deal of attention 

from researchers and practitioners. Typically, the role of a PCS is to find the simplest bourgeois quoting the 

bottom value for a particular product. During this context, several previous researchers have approached the 

employment of PCSs from social and economic views, 

 Haynes M, Thompson S so, several studies have prompt that the low search price of a PCS will facilitate 

the convergence of costs for identical merchandise. 

 Ma Z, Liao K, Lee JJ-Y (2010) but, the value dispersion still remains, and a few studies have reported 

that the extent of such value dispersion could also be influenced by numerous factors like the merchandise class, 

variety of sellers, and market imperfections. 

 Pedersen letter equally, user behaviours and industrial influences on PCSs in providing accessibility to 

the bottom costs have additionally been mentioned and actively studied. There are many studies addressing 

purchase-decision support of PCSs. 

 Yuan-S argued that costs area unit low for locating recommendable merchandise, ANd planned an 

intelligent comparison-shopping agent that gives web shoppers with customized product rankings generated 

through the applying of reinforcement learning to product/merchant info and client behaviour/preferences. 

 Garfinkel et al developed a recommendation system that embeds AN integer-programming model 

permitting users to settle on the simplest merchandise whereas taking under consideration price savings through 

a bundling of merchandise. Lim et al proposed rule-based comparison-shopping framework victimization the 

protrusive Rule Mark-up Language design that computes the precise customized delivery price to search out the 

best bourgeois. 
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Objectives 

1. To propose a web site that helps users to go looking and realize the most cost effective product. 

2. To develop and implement a web site that compare costs {of numerous of varied of assorted} product from 

various different websites. 

3. To check and assess the effectiveness and the way the web site can perform from user perspective. 

 

III. COMPARISON WEBSITE 
 Price comparison sites will collect knowledge directly from merchants. Retailers WHO need to list their 

merchandise on the web site then offer their own lists of merchandise and costs, and these area unit matched 

against the first info. This can be done by a mix of information extraction, fuzzy logic and human labour. 

 Comparison sites may also collect knowledge through a knowledge feed file. Merchants offer info 

electronically in a very set format. This knowledge is then foreign by the comparison web site. Some third party 

businesses area unit providing consolidation of information feeds in order that comparison sites don't need to 

import from many alternative merchants. Affiliate networks combination knowledge feeds from several merchants 

and supply them to the value comparison sites. Several of the popular searching websites offer direct affiliation 

to the client WHO needs to become affiliate partner. They supply their own API to the affiliate partner to point 

out their merchandise with specifications to the affiliate partner's web site. This permits value comparison sites to 

monetise the merchandise contained within the feeds by earning commissions on click through traffic. Different 

value comparison sites have deals with merchants and combination feeds victimization their own technology. 

 In recent years, several off the shelf code solutions are developed that enable web site house owners to 

require value comparison web sites' inventory knowledge to put merchandiser costs (context adverts) on their web 

log or content the sole website. In return, the content web site house owners receive a little share of the revenue 

attained by the worth comparison web site. Typically this can be} often named because the revenue share business 

model. 

 Another approach is to crawl the net for costs. This implies the comparison service scans retail websites 

to retrieve the costs, rather than wishing on the retailers to produce them. This methodology is additionally 

generally referred to as 'scraping' info. Some, largely smaller, freelance sites entirely use this methodology, to 

induce costs directly from the websites that it's victimization for the comparison. 

 Yet another approach is to gather knowledge is thru crowdsourcing. This lets the worth comparison 

engine collect knowledge from nearly any supply while not the complexities of building a crawler or the supply 

of putting in knowledge feeds at the expense of lower coverage comprehensiveness. Sites that use this 

methodology place confidence in guest’s contributory evaluation knowledge. not like discussion forums, that 

additionally collect traveller input, value comparison sites that use this methodology mix knowledge with 

connected inputs and add it to the most information although cooperative filtering, AI, or human labour. 

Knowledge contributors is also rewarded for the hassle through prizes, cash, or different social incentives. 

 However, some combination of those 2 approaches is most often used. Some search engines square 

measure beginning to mix info from normal feeds with info from sites wherever product stock-keeping units 

(SKUs) square measure out of stock. 

 Empirical comes that assessed the practicality and performance of page-wise SSC engines (AKA bots) 

exist. These studies demonstrate that no best or penurious searching larva exists with relevancy value advantage. 

 

IV. WORKING 
 It’s a form of service, due to that we will compare product worth in numerous stores. Such worth 

comparison websites sometimes work the same as search engines. We will search product by name or flick through 

specific classes. In additional advanced worth comparison websites we will opt for specific parameters. When 

shaping specific parameters or name, worth comparison web site can show you store names alongside costs 

wherever the merchandise is offered. Bear in mind that almost all of worth comparison websites show offers of 

those stores that joined them by sharing its supply. A store presence in such worth comparison websites is paid. 

The data is extracted from the websites like amazon, flipkart and then the data is filtered so that unwanted data 

can be taken out so that only meaningful data remains. 

 The website works through scraping of data from various websites and API integration. This is a legal 

and customary thanks to get necessary and up-to-date info about the products and services directly from retailers. 

System will send requests to an internet site API and produce all the information to your database. Of course, 

there are known difficulties to insert data from multiple different websites to your single database. But as a rule, 

there are standards for varieties of data for every segment to possess more or less the identical parameters and 

fields. 

 The price and products information are going to be updated automatically. 

 For this method, we create a crawler (or spider) that visits predefined websites and grabs any necessary 

data like prices, product features, contacts info, etc. Then, this data is automatically stored to the database. 
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It is used when there's need data from some websites they are doing not provide affiliate marketing and that we 

need their data to enlarge our database for comparison with others. 

Business Model 

 Price comparison sites usually don't charge users something to use the positioning. Instead, {they square 

measure they’re} monetized through payments from retailers UN agency are listed on the positioning. reckoning 

on the actual business model of the comparison searching web site, retailers either pay a flat fee to be enclosed on 

the positioning, pay a fee when a user clicks through to the merchandiser information processing system, or pay 

when a user completes a such as action—for example, after they get one thing or register with their e-mail address. 

Comparison searching sites get giant product knowledge feeds covering many various retailers from affiliate 

networks like LinkShare and Commission Junction. There are corporations that specialise in knowledge feed 

consolidation for the aim of value comparison which charge users for accessing this knowledge. Once 

merchandise from these feeds square measure displayed on their web sites they earn cash when a traveller clicks 

through to the merchant's site and buys one thing. Search results is also sorted by the number of payment received 

from the merchants listed on the web site. Giant value comparison sites. 

 In addition to comparison tangible merchandise, some sites compare costs of services, like insurance, 

credit cards, phone bills, and cash transfer. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 The system has been developed with abundant care and freed from errors and at the similar time it is 

economical and consumes less time. The aim of this project was to develop a website for comparison of prices of 

different goods. 

 This project helped us in gaining information which is valuable and practical knowledge on several topics 

like designing and styling web pages using HTML & CSS, usage of responsive templates. The project helped us 

understanding concerning the event phase of the project and software development life cycle. We learned ways, 

how to test different features of a project.  

 This project has given us unique satisfaction in having designed a website which can be helpful in saving 

time and money. 

 There is a scope for more development in our project to a great extent. A feature we wished to add and 

implement was providing classes for customers so that different offers can be given to different classes. System 

may keep track of history of purchases of each customer and provide various suggestions based on user’s history. 

FutureScope 

 E-commerce trade is growing at a speedy speed within the world and is predicted to grow chop-chop for 

years to come back. A lot of and a lot of individual’s square measure currently wanting towards on-line retailers 

as a viable choice to create their purchases. And it's additionally a great deal clear that the numbers of e-commerce 

websites {are also square measure are} increasing day by day and costs and offers offered by every of them are 

completely different. Considering the very fact that buyers square measure a great deal value sensitive and thence 

value plays a awfully necessary role. And since variety the amount the quantity} of ecommerce websites in is sort 

of a giant in number, clients do want a platform wherever they will compare the costs of merchandise over 

completely different websites and selected the most cost effective one with sensible customer service. Hence, as 

per my opinion way forward for value comparison websites is sort of bright. 
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